In this paper we show a new algorithm for the decremental singlesource reachability problem in directed planar graphs. It processes any sequence of edge deletions in O (n log 2 n log log n) total time and explicitly maintains the set of vertices reachable from a xed source vertex. Hence, if all edges are eventually deleted, the amortized time of processing each edge deletion is only O (log 2 n log log n), which improves upon a previously known O ( √ n ) solution. We also
INTRODUCTION
The design of dynamic graph algorithms and data structures is one of the classical areas in theoretical computer science. Dynamic graph algorithms are designed to answer queries about a given property while the underlying graph is subject to updates, such as inserting or deleting a vertex or an edge. A dynamic algorithm is said to be incremental if it handles only insertions, decremental if it handles only deletions, and fully dynamic if it handles both insertions and deletions. Typically, one is interested in very small query times (either constant or polylogarithmic), while minimizing the update times, whereas the ultimate goal is to have both query and update times either constant or polylogarithmic. This quest for obtaining polylogarithmic time algorithms has been so far successful only in few cases. Indeed, e cient dynamic algorithms with polylogarithmic time per update are known only for few problems, and are mostly limited to undirected graphs, such as dynamic connectivity, 2-connectivity, minimum spanning tree and maximal matchings (see, e.g., [4, 23-25, 29, 41, 45, 49] ). On the other hand, dynamic problems on directed graphs are notoriously harder. 1 For example, the fastest algorithms for basic dynamic problems like reachability and transitive closure, have only polynomial times per update (see, e.g., [9, 30, 39, 40] ). Similarly, polynomial algorithms are only known for dynamic shortest paths that do not seem to be easier on undirected graphs than on directed ones [8, 30, 47] .
In this paper we consider the decremental single-source reachability problem, in which we are given a directed graph G and a source node s and the goal is to maintain the set of vertices that are reachable from vertex s, subject to edge deletions. Di erently from undirected graphs, where polylog amortized bounds per update have been known for more than one decade even in the fully dynamic setting (see, e.g., [45] ), for directed graphs there has been very limited progress on this problem. In fact, up until few years ago, the best known algorithm for decremental single-source reachability had O (1) query time and O (mn) total update time (i.e., O (n) amortized time per update if all edges are deleted). This bound was simply achieved with Even-Shiloach trees [14] , and it stood for over 30 years. In a recent breakthrough, Henzinger et al. [21] presented a randomized decremental single-source reachability algorithm with total update time O (mn 0.984+o (1) ), which they later improved to O (mn 0.9+o (1) ) [22] . Very recently, Chechik et al. [7] improved the total update time to O (m √ n ).
A closely related problem to decremental single-source reachability is decremental strong connectivity, where we wish to answer queries of the form: "Given two vertices x and , do x and belong to the same strongly connected component?", subject to edge deletions. This problem is known to be almost equivalent to decremental single-source reachability (see e.g., [7, 21, 39] ), and the randomized algorithm by Chechik et al. [7] can solve also decremental strong connectivity in constant time per query and O ( √ n ) amortized time per update, over any sequence of Ω(m) deletions. Again, the undirected version of this problem can be solved much faster, i.e., in polylog amortized time per update, even in the fully dynamic setting [45] . Motivated by the limited progress on some dynamic graph problems, in their seminal work Abboud and Vassilevska-Williams [2] proved conditional polynomial lower bounds, based on popular conjectures, on several dynamic problems, including dynamic shortest paths, dynamic single-source reachability and dynamic strong connectivity. Similar situation holds even for planar graphs where dynamic problems have been studied extensively, see e.g. [3, 11-13, 18, 19, 26, 33, 35-37, 42] . Despite this e ort, the best known algorithms for some basic problems on planar graphs, such as dynamic shortest paths and decremental single-source reachability, still have polynomial update time bounds. For instance, for dynamic shortest paths on planar graphs the best known bound per operation is O (n 2/3 ) amortized [15, 16, 26, 28, 31] . Very recently, Abboud and Dahlgaard [1] proved polynomial update time lower bounds for dynamic shortest paths on planar graphs, again based on popular conjectures. In particular, they showed that obtaining O (n 1/2−ϵ ) bounds, for any ϵ > 0, for dynamic shortest paths on planar graphs would yield a breakthrough for the all-pairs shortest paths problem in general graphs. Quite surprisingly, this lower bound almost matches the best running times for two related problems: dynamic reachability [11] and dynamic approximate shortest paths [3] . Hence, it might seem that the nal answer to these problems is O ( √ n).
Moreover, no polynomially faster algorithms are known even for decremental single-source reachability on general planar graphs. The algorithm by Łącki [33] solves both decremental single-source reachability and decremental strong connectivity in a total of O (n √ n ) time, under any sequence of edge deletions. Note that this bound is only logarithmic factors away from the O (m √ n )
bound on general graphs [7] . Only in the very restricted case of stplanar graphs, i.e., planar acyclic digraphs with exactly one source and exactly one sink, it was known for more than two decades how to solve the dynamic reachability problem in O (log n) time per query and update [43, 44] , provided that the edge insertions do not violate the embedding of the st-planar graph.
In this paper, we break through the natural O ( √ n ) time barrier for directed problems on planar graphs and present new decremental single-source reachability and decremental strong connectivity algorithms for planar graphs with total update time of O (n log 2 n log log n), i.e., in O (log 2 n log log n) amortized time per update, over any sequence of Ω(n) deletions, and O (1) time per query. This result not only improves substantially the previously best known O (n √ n ) bound [33] , but it also constitutes the rst almost optimal (up to polylog factors) algorithm for those problems. To the best of our knowledge, our result is the rst nontrivial dynamic algorithm for reachability problems on directed planar graphs with polylog update bound. We hope that this result will pave a way for obtaining polylogarithmic algorithms for dynamic directed problems on planar and possibly even general graphs.
Overview. Our improved algorithms for decremental single-source reachability and decremental strongly connected components are based on several new ideas and techniques. First, we explore in a somewhat non-traditional way the relation between primal and dual graph. Indeed, in Section 3, we show a formal reduction from decremental single-source reachability to the switch-on reachability problem that we introduce. In the switch-on reachability problem we are given a directed graph, where all edges are initially o and can be switched on in a dynamic fashion. The goal is to maintain, for each edge uw, whether there is a path from w to u that consists solely of edges that are on.
In Section 4, we analyze the structural properties of a reachability matrix of a set of vertices 2 that, roughly speaking, lie on a constant number of simple faces, i.e., faces bounded with a single simple cycle. We call such a matrix a face reachability matrix. The matrix viewpoint allows us to obtain properties that are algorithmically useful and otherwise not easy to capture using the previously used separating path approach to reachability in planar digraphs [11, 42, 46] . Those results are instrumental for designing a novel algorithm that can incrementally maintain the transitive closure of a graph de ned by the union of two face reachability matrices that undergo incremental updates. This algorithm is described in Section 5 and is perhaps one of the the key technical achievements of this paper.
In order to solve the switch-on reachability problem, we combine the algorithm of Section 5 with a recursive decomposition of a planar graph G, which is a tree-like hierarchy of subgraphs of a graph G (pieces) built by recursively partitioning G with small separators. For each piece H , the size of the boundary ∂H of H (i.e. the set of vertices of H shared with pieces that are not descendants of H ) is small. Moreover, we require the boundary of H to lie on a constant number of faces of H . Such decompositions proved very useful in obtaining near-linear planar graph algorithms, e.g., [5, 26, 34, 36] , as well as dynamic planar graph algorithms [11, 15, 38] . For each piece H of the decomposition, we dynamically maintain the face reachability matrix of the set ∂H in both H and its complement G − (H − ∂H ). The idea of maintaining the information about the complements of the pieces of the decomposition has been used previously [5, 34, 38] . However, to the best of our knowledge, in our paper this idea is used for the rst time in a dynamic setting. Moreover, we observe that in order to bene t from the Monge property of paths in the complement G − (H − ∂H ), the bounding cycles of faces constituting the boundary of H have to be simple. Unfortunately, none of the state-of-the-art recursive decomposition algorithms [5, 32] produces decompositions with such a property. To overcome this issue, in Section 2 we propose an improved recursive decomposition that guarantees this property by possibly extending the input graph G. We believe that this issue has been overlooked in the previous works that used the Monge property for complements of pieces [5, 34, 38] . Finally, Section 6 puts all the ingredients together to obtain our O (n log 2 n log log n) time algorithm for the switch-on reachability problem.
Our result can be further extended to decrementally maintain the maximal (wrt. inclusion) 2-edge-connected subgraphs of a planar digraph. For C ⊆ V , an induced subgraph G[C] is 2-edge-connected i it is strongly connected and contains no edges whose removal would make G[C] no longer strongly connected. The 2-edge-connectivity in digraphs has been often studied in recent years (see e.g., [6, 17, 20] ). In particular, the static computation of the maximal 2-edgeconnected subgraphs proved to be a challenging task. The best known bounds for general digraphs are O (n 2 ) for dense graphs [20] and O (m 3/2 ) for sparse graphs [6] . We show that for planar digraphs, the maximal 2-edge-connected subgraphs can be computed in O (n log 2 log log n) time. Moreover, they can be maintained subject to edge deletions within the same total time bound.
Another extension is an incremental transitive closure algorithm, in which the embedding of the nal graph is given upfront. In other words, we are given a directed planar graph in which all edges are o , each update operation switches some edge on and the goal is to answer reachability queries with respect to the edges that are currently on. We note that the same "switch-on" model was considered in [19] for undirected reachability. The reachability queries are answered in O ( √ n) time, and any sequence of updates is handled in O (n log 2 n log log n) time. This result shows that progress can be made also in the case of incremental planar graph transitive closure. Moreover, it pinpoints the hardness of incremental planar graphs problems, where few results have been obtained so far, as it is not known how to incrementally maintain small separators.
PRELIMINARIES
Let G = (V ,E) be a graph. We let V (G) and E (G) denote the vertex and edge set of G, respectively. Assume that G is a directed graph (digraph). A set of vertices S ⊆ V is strongly connected if there is a path in G between every two vertices of S. A strongly connected component (SCC) of G is a maximal (w.r.t. inclusion) strongly connected subset of vertices. Throughout, we use the term planar digraph to denote a directed planar multigraph. In particular, we allow the digraphs to have parallel edges and self-loops. Formally, there might exist multiple edges e 1 ,e 2 , . . ., such that each e i connects the same pair of vertices u, ∈ V . We use the notation u ∈ E to denote any of the edges u , whereas when we write u = e ∈ E, we mean some speci c edge e going from u to .
Even though we allow the graphs not to be simple, we assume throughout the paper that |E| = O (|V |). This is justi ed by the fact that in the problems we solve, self-loops and parallel edges can be ignored. However, parallel edges and self-loops might arise as we transform our problem. To simplify the presentation, we do not prune them, but instead guarantee that at any time the number of edges remains linear in the number of vertices.
Let e ∈ E (G). We denote by G − e the graph obtained from G by removing e and by G/e the graph obtained by contracting e.
Finally, if G is a directed graph and u,w ∈ V (G), we use u G / / w to denote a directed path from u to w in G. The graph is sometimes omitted, if it is clear from the context.
Planar Graph Embeddings and Duality. We provide intuitive denitions below. For formal de nitions, see e.g. [10] . An embedding of a planar graph is a mapping of its vertices to distinct points and of its edges to non-crossing curves in the plane. We say that a planar graph G is plane embedded (or plane, in short), if some embedding of G is assumed. The face of a connected plane G is a maximal open connected set of points that are not in the image of any vertex or edge in the embedding of G. There is exactly one unbounded face.
The bounding cycle of a bounded (unbounded, resp.) face f is a cycle consisting of edges bounding f in clockwise (counterclockwise, resp.) order. Here, we ignore the directions of edges. The face is called simple if and only if its bounding cycle is a simple cycle.
By the Jordan Curve Theorem, a Jordan curve C partitions R 2 \ C into two connected regions, a bounded one B and an unbounded one U . We say that a set of points P is strictly inside (strictly outside, resp.) C, if and only if P ⊆ B (P ⊆ U , resp.). P is weakly inside (weakly outside, resp.) if and only if P ⊆ B ∪ C (P ⊆ U ∪ C, resp.).
Let G = (V ,E) be a plane embedded planar digraph. The dual graph of G, denoted by G * , is a plane directed graph, whose set of vertices is the set of faces of G. Moreover, for each edge uw = e ∈ E(G), G * contains a directed edge from the face left of e (looking from u in the direction of w) to the face right of e. We denote this edge in the dual as e * .
We use the fact that removing an edge in the primal graph corresponds to contracting its dual edge in the dual graph. Formally:
Let G be a directed graph. We say that uw = e ∈ E is an inter-SCC edge if u and w belong to distinct SCCs of G, and an intra-SCC edge otherwise. Note that uw is an inter-SCC edge i there is no path from w to u in G. In our algorithm we use the following relation.
. [27] ). Let G be a plane embedded digraph and e ∈ E (G). Then, e is an inter-SCC edge of G i e * is an intra-SCC edge of G * .
For a subset F ⊆ E we de ne an edge-induced subgraph G[F ] to be a subgraph (V F , F ) of G such that V F is the set of endpoints of the edges F .
For two graphs
Let H be a subgraph of G. We de ne a hole of H a face of H that is not a face of G. A simple hole is a hole of H that is a simple face of H .
Planar Graph Decompositions. Let G = (V ,E) be a connected, undirected plane graph. Let n = |V |. A recursive decomposition of G is a collection of connected, edge-induced subgraphs of G organized in a binary tree T (G). We write H ∈ T (G) to denote that H , which is a subgraph of G, is a node of T (G). The level of H ∈ T (G) is de ned as the number of edges on the path from the root to H . The tree T (G) has the following properties:
• The root of T (G) is the graph G itself.
• A non-leaf subgraph H ∈ T (G) has exactly two children child 1 (H ), child 2 (H ) such that child 1 (H ) ∪ child 2 (H ) = H . An algorithm for building a recursive decomposition of an nvertex planar graph in O (n log n) time essentially follows from [5, 32] . However, these decompositions do not guarantee that the holes are simple, which is essential when using "external" reachability matrices. In the full version of this paper we show how a planar graph G can be augmented into a graph G so that G has a simple recursive decomposition and all the interesting reachability properties of G are preserved in G . Both the augmentation and the decomposition can be computed in O (n log n) time.
Problem De nitions. This paper deals with two decremental graph problems. In both problems the input is a digraph and the goal is to design a data structure that supports two operations. The rst operation deletes a given edge from G. The second operation is a query operation and its meaning is problem-dependent.
In the decremental strongly connected components (decremental SCC) problem the query operation is given two vertices u,w ∈ V (G) as parameters. The goal is to determine whether u and w are in the same SCC of G.
In the decremental single-source reachability (decremental SSR) problem a source vertex s ∈ V (G) is given in the input in addition to the graph G. Each query operation has a vertex ∈ V (G) as parameter and asks to determine whether there exists a path s
The e ciency measure of such data structures is the total time needed to process all edge deletions. Unless stated otherwise, the queries are answered in constant time.
THE SWITCH-ON REACHABILITY PROBLEM
The core part of our algorithm solves the following problem, which we call switch-on reachability problem. The input is a digraph G = (V ,E). Each edge of this digraph is either on or o . Initially, each edge is of G o and an update operation may turn an edge on. Turning edges o is not allowed. The goal is to maintain, for each edge uw of G (regardless of whether it is on or o ), whether there is a directed path from w to u consisting solely of edges that are on. Note that since turning edges o is not allowed, once such a path appears, it may never disappear. We rst show that the decremental SCCs problem in planar digraphs can be reduced to the switch-on reachability problem. L 3.1. Assume there exists an algorithm for the switch-on reachability problem in planar digraphs. Then, there exists an algorithm that maintains the set of inter-SCC edges of a planar digraph under edge deletions with the same asymptotic running time and space usage.
P
. Consider a digraph G subject to edge deletions. Our goal is to maintain the set of inter-SCC edges in G. By Lemma 2.2, it su ces to maintain the set of intra-SCC edges in G * . Recall that when G undergoes deletions, G * is subject to edge contractions (see Fact 2.1). To reduce to switch-on reachability, we build a graph H such that (i) edge contractions in G * can be simulated by switch-on operations on H , and (ii) H preserves the reachability information of G * (i.e., for any pair of vertices x and , there is a path from x to in G * if and only if there is a path from x to in H consisting of edges that are on).
We do this as follows.
is the set of reverse edges, containing a unique edge e * R = wu for each edge uw = e * ∈ E (G * ). To initialize H , we start from all edges switched o , and then switch on all the edges in E (G * ). Note that, after this preprocessing, H trivially preserves the reachability information of G * .
When an edge e is deleted from G and consequently its dual edge e * is contracted in G * , we update H by switching on the reverse edge e * R . As a result, G * contains a single vertex created by the contraction, while H contains two vertices that are mutually adjacent (through edges that are on). Thus, throughout the sequence of updates (i.e., contractions in G * and switch-on operations in H ), H keeps preserving the reachability information of G * .
Recall that an edge e = uw of G * is an intra-SCC edge i there exists a path from w to u in G * . This in turn happens if there is a path from w to u in H , as e is also an edge of H and it is always switched on. In order to test this condition, we can run the algorithm for the switch-on reachability problem on H . The algorithm maintains whether the endpoints of every edge are connected with a directed path. This allows us to maintain the set of intra-SCC edges in G * , which in turn gives the desired set of inter-SCC edges in G.
We next analyze the running time. Building G * takes linear time. Initializing H takes linear time, plus the time required to switch on all the edges in E(G * ). Moreover, each edge deletion in G can be translated to a corresponding operation of the algorithm for switch on-reachability in constant time, as we can precompute pointers between the corresponding edges of G, G * and H . Indeed, the edges of G * map to the edges of H in a natural way, as G * is a minor of H (i.e., G * can be obtained from H by deleting and contracting edges). Thus, the running time and the space usage are dominated by the algorithm for switch-on reachability. L 3.2. Assume there exists an algorithm that maintains the set of inter-SCC edges of a planar digraph under edge deletions. Then, there exists an algorithm for the decremental SCC problem in planar digraphs with the same asymptotic total running time and space usage. The query time of the decremental SCC algorithm is constant.
. Let G be a planar digraph subject to edge deletions. De-neḠ to be the undirected graph obtained from G by rst removing inter-SCC edges and then ignoring edge directions. Observe that the connected components ofḠ are exactly the same as the SCCs of G. Thus, to determine if two vertices are strongly connected in G it su ces to check if they are in the same connected component ofḠ.
Observe that if u is an inter-SCC edge of G, then u is an inter-SCC edge in any subgraph of G that contains it. Thus, once an edge becomes an inter-SCC edge in G, it remains an inter-SCC edge until it is deleted.
The algorithm maintaining inter-SCC edges of G allows us to maintainḠ: whenever e becomes an inter-SCC edge in G, it is deleted fromḠ. Thus, edges may only be deleted fromḠ. As a result, we can use the decremental connectivity algorithm of Łącki and Sankowski [37] to maintain the connected components ofḠ. This allows us to answer connectivity queries inḠ, and, consequently, strong connectivity queries in G. The total update time of the decremental connectivity algorithm is linear and each query is answered in constant time. Thus, the update and query times and the space usage of the resulting algorithm are asymptotically the same as in the algorithm maintaining inter-SCC edges.
Remark 3.3. The paper of Łącki and Sankowski [37] also describes an algorithm that explicitly maintains the set of vertices in each connected component and runs in O (n log n) time. By using their algorithm, we can obtain a decremental SCC algorithm that not only supports queries in constant time, but also explicitly maintains the set of vertices in each SCC.
Moreover, a decremental SCC algorithm implies an algorithm for decremental single-source reachability. In general graphs, this follows from a very simple reduction (see e.g., [7] ). However, this reduction does not preserve planarity, so we need to provide a slightly more complicated one. L 3.4. Assume there exists an algorithm for decremental SCC problem in planar digraphs that explicitly maintains the set of vertices in each SCC and runs in Ω(n log n) time. Then, there exists an algorithm for decremental single-source reachability problem in planar digraphs with the same asymptotic total update time, query time and space usage.
. A condensation of a directed graph G, denoted by cond (G), is a graph obtained from G by contracting all its SCCs. The vertices of cond (G) are sets of vertices of G contained in the corresponding SCC. Note that cond (G) is a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
Our goal is to maintain the set of vertices of cond (G), which are reachable from the vertex of cond (G) containing the source vertex s. The high-level idea is that in order to maintain SCCs of G we use the decremental SCC algorithm, whereas to maintain the set of reachable vertices in cond (G) we use the fact that it is a DAG, which makes the problem much easier.
We rst describe a simple dynamic single-source reachability algorithm for DAGs. This algorithm maintains the set of vertices reachable from a xed source and supports two types of updates. The rst update removes a single edge, whereas the second one replaces a vertex with an acyclic subgraph H . This happens in three steps. First, some number of new vertices are added to the maintained graph G (vertex is not deleted). Second, some edges of G, whose endpoint is may change this endpoint to one of the newly added vertices. Third, new edges can be added, but their endpoints can only be the newly added vertices and . Also, adding these edges may not introduce cycles.
Note that both operations are in a sense decremental, as once a vertex becomes unreachable from the source, it never becomes reachable again. The set of vertices reachable from the source can be easily maintained by iteratively applying the following principle: if a vertex distinct from the source has no incoming edges, it is not reachable from the source and thus can be deleted from G. The resulting algorithm runs in time which is linear in the size of the original graph and the number of vertices and edges added in the course of the algorithm. See [33] for details.
It remains to describe how to maintain cond (G) and funnel the updates to cond (G) to the dynamic single-source reachability algorithm for DAGs. We run the decremental SCC algorithm that maintains the SCCs explicitly (see Remark 3.3) . Whenever an inter-SCC edge of G is deleted, it has a corresponding edge in cond (G) and to update cond (G) it su ces to remove this corresponding edge. Otherwise, if an intra-SCC edge is removed from an SCC C, the SCC may decompose into SCCs C 1 , . . . ,C k . Wlog. assume that C 1 is the largest one of these SCCs. Thus, to update cond (G) we add one new vertex for each of C 2 ,C 3 , . . . ,C k . We do not need to add a vertex corresponding to C 1 , as we update the vertex corresponding to C (reuse it), so that it represents C 1 . Some edges that were incident to C need to be updated, as after the edge deletion their endpoint is one of C 2 , . . . ,C k . In order to do that, we iterate through all edges of G incident to vertices contained in C 2 , . . . ,C k . Similarly, by iterating through all these edges we may add all new inter-SCC edges that appear as a result of the edge deletion.
It follows that the total running time of the algorithm is dominated by the initial graph size and the total time of iterating through edges in the process of handling an edge deletion. An edge uw is considered only when the size of the SCC containing either u or w halves. Thus, we spend O (log n) time for each edge, which gives O (n log n) total time.
STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF REACHABILITY IN PLANE DIGRAPHS
In this section we present the structural properties of reachability in planar digraphs that we later exploit in our algorithms. We show how to e ciently represent reachability information between a set of vertices that, roughly speaking, lie on a constant number of faces. In fact, our analysis is more general and extends to sets of vertices that lie on a constant number of separator curves, which we de ne below. In the following de nition, we consider undirected graphs or directed graphs where edge directions are ignored.
De nition 4.1. Let G be a plane embedded graph. A Jordan curve C is a separator curve of G if and only if one of the following holds:
(1) each connected component of G lies either weakly inside C or strictly outside C; (2) each connected component of G lies either weakly outside C or strictly inside C.
Moreover, for each e ∈ E (G), the interior of (the embedding of) e is either a contiguous fragment of C or is disjoint with C.
Consider a plane digraph G and let
We de ne a total order ≺ on the elements of U , which satis es the following property. Consider the sequence S (U ) of elements of U sorted according to ≺. Then, elements of each U i form a contiguous fragment of S (U ) and are sorted in clockwise order. There could be multiple total orders that satisfy this property. Namely, for each U i the smallest vertex with respect to ≺ can be chosen arbitrarily and the contiguous fragments corresponding to sets U 1 , . . . ,U may come in any order. However, this is not relevant to our later analysis. Thus, in the following, we assume that each set U has an associated total order ≺.
De nition 4.2. Let A be a binary matrix with both its rows and columns indexed with the vertices of U = U 1 ∪ . . . ∪ U , such that the sets U i lie on pairwise disjoint separator curves C 1 , . . . , C of G, respectively. The rows and columns of A are ordered according to the order ≺ induced by the sets U 1 , . . . ,U . We say that A is a reachability matrix for U if and only if for each u, ∈ U , A u, = 1 if and only if there exists a path u G / / . In the following we x the sequences U 1 , . . . ,U and C 1 , . . . , C and the order ≺ satisfying the assumption of De nition 4.2. We set
De nition 4.3. Let X ,Y ⊆ U and let A be the reachability matrix of U . A binary matrix A X ,Y with rows indexed with X and columns indexed with Y is called a reachability submatrix for X ,Y i A X ,Y
x, = A x, for all x ∈ X and ∈ Y . Also, denote by A X the matrix A X ,X .
x, = 1 is called the set of active columns of A X ,Y and is denoted by act(A X ,Y ).
De nition 4.5. For a set A = {A S 1 ,T 1 , . . . ,A S k ,T k } of reachability submatrices and a row s ∈ V , we de ne a row projection rπ s (A) to be the subset {A S j ,T j ∈ A : s ∈ S j }. Similarly, for t ∈ V , we de ne a column projection cπ t (A) = {A S j ,T j ∈ A : t ∈ T j }.
The following lemma provides a decomposition of the reachability matrix A = A U used in the next sections in a black-box manner. Then, the reachability matrix A of U in G can be partitioned into a set A = {A S 1 ,T 1 , . . . ,A S k ,T k } of reachability submatrices such that:
(1) for each s,t ∈ U , s t, there exists exactly one such A S j ,T j ∈ A that s ∈ S and t ∈ T , (2) for each A S j ,T j ∈ A and T = act(A S j ,T j ), the ones in each row of A S,T form O (1) blocks, (3) for any s ∈ U and t ∈ U , the sets rπ s (A) and cπ t (A) have size O (log m). The sets S j and T j that de ne the partition do not depend on the entries of A U i . The partition A can be computed in O (m 2 ) time.
The remaining part of the section is devoted to proving Lemma 4.6. 
P
. Note that paths a G / / c and b G / / d cross at some vertex w (see Figure 1 ). Thus, there also exist paths a
A X2,X1 (1) for each s,t ∈ U i , s t, there exists exactly one such A S j ,T j ∈ A U i that s ∈ S j and t ∈ T j , (2) for any s ∈ U i and t ∈ U i , the sets rπ s (A U i ) and cπ t (A U i ) have size O (log m). The sets S j and T j that de ne the partition do not depend on the entries of A U i . The partition A U i can be computed in O (m 2 ) time.
. We give a recursive procedure to construct the partition A X , for X ⊆ U i . If |X | = 1, the procedure exits immediately.
Note that X 1 ≺ X 2 . Thus, both A X 1 ,X 2 and A X 2 ,X 1 are bipartite reachability submatrices. We add these matrices to the partition and recurse on the subsets X 1 and X 2 (see Figure 2 ).
Note that for any s,t ∈ U i , s t, the last recursive call with both s and t in the input set X places the entries A U i s,t and A U i t,s in the bipartite reachability submatrices A X 1 ,X 2 and A X 2 ,X 1 .
Fix x ∈ X and assume |X | = k. Let f (k ) be the number of bipartite reachability submatrices that are produced by the recursive algorithm and contain a row (column) corresponding to x. We have f (k ) ≤ f ( k/2 ) + 1 and thus it is easy to see that f (k ) = O (log k ). Thus, we conclude that for any s, |rπ s (
The recursive procedure runs in time that is proportional to the total size of matrices that are produced. Recall that for each s,t ∈ U i , s t, there exists exactly one such A S j ,T j ∈ A U i that s ∈ S j and t ∈ T j . It follows that the total running time is O (m 2 ).
An analogue of Lemma 4.9 can be shown for reachability submatrices A U i ,U j , where i j. The proof is given in the full version of the paper. P L 4.6. We rst partition A into 2 reachability submatrices A U i ,U j , for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , }. Each A U i ,U i is then partitioned using Lemma 4.10, whereas each A U i ,U j , for i j, is included in A without further partitioning. As each u ∈ U belongs to exactly one 
THE SWITCH-ON MONGE TRANSITIVE CLOSURE
Let G 1 and G 2 be two plane embedded digraphs and let U i ⊆ V (G i ) be a set of vertices lying on a constant number of pairwise disjoint separator curves of G i , for i = 1, 2. Moreover, assume that
In this section we consider the following problem. Assume that the edges of G 1 and G 2 undergo switch-on operations. Denote by G i the subgraph of G i consisting of the edges that are switched on.
This way, the entries of the reachability matrix A i of U i in G i may change from 0 to 1. We wish to maintain the reachability matrix A = A U 1 ∪U 2 of the graph G 1 ∪ G 2 subject to updates to the matrices A 1 and A 2 . Note that our assumptions imply that A depends only on A 1 and A 2 .
Observe that as G i is a subgraph of G i , the separator curves of G i are also the separator curves of G i . The remaining part of this section is devoted to proving the following theorem. 
Assume that the edges of G i undergo switch-ons and denote by G i the subgraph of G i consisting of the edges that are on. Let A i be the reachability matrix of U i in G i and let A be the reachability matrix of U 1 ∪ U 2 in G 1 ∪ G 2 . Suppose that after a switch-on we are given the list of entries in A 1 and A 2 that changed. Then we can initialize and maintain the matrix A in O (m 2 log m log log m) total time.
Queue-Based Incremental Transitive Closure Algorithm
We rst show and analyze a simple queue-based algorithm for updating the transitive closure of a graph after a set of edges is added. Its pseudocode is given as Algorithm 1. The algorithm should be considered folklore, but for sake of completeness we describe it in a detailed way, as we need its e cient implementation. The transitive closure algorithm is based on the following idea. Whenever it determines that a vertex b is reachable from a vertex a, it infers that every vertex reachable from b by an edge is also reachable from a and every vertex that has an edge to a can also reach b. Then, it propagates this information using a queue. In the pseudocode, we use Out (b) to denote the set of heads of out-edges of b and In(a) to denote the set of tails of in-edges of a. Moreover, Unreachable(a,A) is the set of vertices x such that A a,x = 0 and CannotReach(b,A) is the set of vertices x such that A x,b = 0. Q := empty queue 3: for uw ∈ E + do 4: if A u,w = 0 then
5:
A u,w := 1 6: Q.E (uw )
7:
while Q is not empty do 8:
ab := Q.D
9:
for x ∈ Out (b) ∩ Unreachable(a,A) do
10:
A a,x := 1 11: Q.E (ax ) 12: for x ∈ In(a) ∩ CannotReach(b,A) do
13:
A x,b := 1 14: Q.E (xb) L 5.2. Algorithm 1 is correct.
The following lemma highlights which part of Algorithm 1 can be sped up. 
P
. Let k be the total number of entries of A that are changed from 0 to 1 by the algorithm. Observe that just before the algorithm sets A a,x := 1 in line 10, we have A a,x = 0, as x ∈ Unreachable(a,A). The similar reasoning applies to line 13. Thus, the total running time of the two for loops is proportional to k.
Moreover, the number of elements added to the queue Q is at most k. This implies that the total number of iterations of the while loop is at most k, and the lemma follows.
Proof of Theorem 5.1
Our goal is to maintain the transitive closure of a matrix that is given as a bitwise OR of matrices A 1 and A 2 .
De nition 5.4. Let M be some binary matrix with rows and columns indexed with a vertex set
Using this notation, our goal is to maintain the transitive closure of a graph H = G (A 1 ) ∪ G (A 2 ). The vertex set of H is U 1 ∪ U 2 . Note that as the entries of A 1 ,A 2 change only from zero to one, the set E (H ) undergoes incremental updates.
In order to handle each update e ciently, we use Algorithm 1. Moreover, we leverage the special structure of these matrices to reduce the total time spent on computing the sets Out (b) ∩Unreachable(a,A) and In(a) ∩CannotReach(b,A) in lines 9 and 12. In the following we only deal with the former set; in order to compute the latter, one needs to proceed symmetrically.
We rst describe how the algorithm represents the matrices A 1 and A 2 and updates their representation. Let us focus on A 1 , as the representation of A 2 is analogous. The algorithm uses Lemma 4.6 to compute the partition A 1 = {A S 1 ,T 1 , . . . ,A S k ,T k }. For each A S,T ∈ A 1 it maintains the following:
• the contents of the matrix A S,T , . For simplicity, let us consider A 1 . By Lemma 4.6, we can compute A 1 in O (m 2 ) time. Observe that, by Lemma 4.6, this partition is independent of the values in the cells of A 1 , so it does not need to be updated.
Whenever a cell of A 1 changes from 0 to 1 we update the corresponding cell in some A S i ,T i . Note that, again by Lemma 4.6, for each cell of A 1 there is exactly one A S,T ∈ A 1 that contains the corresponding cell. We can compute the mapping between the cells while computing A 1 , so the values in the matrices from A 1 can be updated in constant time. While updating the matrices, it is also easy to update the set act(A S,T ) for each A S,T ∈ A 1 .
It remains to describe how to maintain Out s (A S,T ) for each row s of A S,T . Consider a sequence obtained from this row by removing cells in inactive columns. We store this sequence in a balanced binary tree, keyed by the column. This tree can be updated in O (log m) time when a column becomes active or some cell changes its value from 0 to 1. Moreover, it can be easily augmented so as to maintain the O (1) intervals that we use to represent Out s (A S,T ).
There is a small technicality here. Each update to A 1 may consist of multiple cells changing value from 0 to 1 and only after all cells have been updated the structural properties of Lemma 4.6 hold. Thus, before all cells in the considered row are updated, the representation of Out s (A S,T ) may consist of more than a constant number of intervals, which could a ect the running time. However, this does not pose an issue, as we can force the binary tree to compute only the rst O (1) intervals of the representation. As a result, the running time is not a ected and the representation is correct once all entries of A 1 are updated.
Updating the matrices and the sets act(A S,T ) takes time which is linear in the size of A 1 , that is O (m 2 ). To bound the running time of updating the sets Out s (A S,T ) we note that each element is inserted into the binary tree only once (when the corresponding column becomes active) and can be updated only once (when the corresponding matrix entry changes value from 0 to 1). Thus, we spend O (log m) time for each cell of each A S,T ∈ A 1 . This gives O (m 2 log m) time in total, and yields the lemma.
For each a ∈ U 1 ∪ U 2 and A S,T ∈ A 1 ∪ A 2 the algorithm stores a reachability candidates set can a (A S,T ) ⊆ act(A S,T ). The algorithm maintains the invariant that can a (A S,T ) = act(A S,T ) ∩ Unreachable(a,A). Whenever a column t ∈ T of A S,T becomes active, we check whether A a,t = 0 and if this is the case, we insert t into can a (A S,T ). Once we set A a,t = 1, t is removed from can a (A S,T ) (and, clearly, never added again, as A a,t will never change its value back to 0). Each can a (A S,T ) is stored as a dynamic predecessor data structure, such as the van Emde Boas tree [48] . L 5.6. The sets of reachability candidates can be updated in O (m 2 log m log log m) total time.
P
. Fix a ∈ U 1 ∪U 2 . For each A S,T ∈ A 1 ∪ A 2 each element of T is added to and removed from can a (A S,T ) at most once. If We are now ready to show how to speed up line 9 of Algorithm 1. The goal is to compute the set Out (b) ∩Unreachable(a,A) e ciently. Algorithm 1 traverses this set, once it is computed, but this does not a ect the running time considerably. Only the computation of the set could be slow. This means that it su ces to compute the set in time which is, say, almost linear in its size. Our algorithm, roughly speaking, uses the property that Out (b) is represented by a small number of intervals, so computing an intersection with the set Out (b) is easy. Recall that rπ b (A i ) is the subset of A i consisting of matrices which contain the row b. Unreachable(a,A) .
. By Lemma 4.6 and the de nition of the sets Out b (A S,T ), we have
Moreover can a (A S,T ) = act(A S,T ) ∩ Unreachable(a,A). Hence Unreachable(a,A) . 
THE SWITCH-ON REACHABILITY DATA STRUCTURE
In this section we show how to combine the recursive decomposition tree with the switch-on transitive closure data structure of Theorem 5.1 in order to solve e ciently the switch-on reachability problem. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, this will imply an algorithm for solving the decremental strongly-connected components problem within the same time bounds. Let G = (V ,E) be a plane embedded digraph and let n = |V |. The following technical lemma along with its simple consequence are proved in the full version of the paper. L 6.1. Let G = (V ,E) be a planar digraph and let n = |V |. In O (n log n) time we can construct a plane digraph G = (V ,E ) along with:
• a simple recursive decomposition T (G ),
• two disjoint subsets E 0 ,E 1 ⊆ E , • a 1-to-1 mapping S from V to the set of strongly connected components of (V ,E 0 ), • a bijective function p : E → E 1 , satisfying the following properties.
(1) |V | = O (n) and |E | = O (n).
(2) The are no inter-SCC edges in (V ,E 0 ).
(3) For any u = e ∈ E, let u = p(e) ∈ E 1 . Then u ∈ S(u) and ∈ S( ). The data structure presented in this section requires a simple recursive decomposition T (G). We now prove that the general case of any planar digraph G can be reduced to the case when we are given a simple recursive decomposition without increasing the overall asymptotic running time of the whole algorithm. L 6.3. Let G be a planar digraph and let n = |V (G)|. In O (n log n) time we can reduce the switch-on reachability problem on G to the switch-on reachability problem on a plane graph G with a given simple recursive decomposition T (G ) and such that |V (G )| = O (n) and |E (G )| = O (n).
P
. Let G = (V ,E ) and p be de ned as in Lemma 6.1. By de nition, G is accompanied with a simple recursive decomposition T (G ). Hence, we only need to show how to translate the updates to G into the updates to G .
We rst switch on all edges of E 0 . When an edge e ∈ E of G is switched on, we switch on p(e) in G . The edges of E \ (E 0 ∪ E 1 ) are never switched on in G . Let F ⊆ E be the subset of edges of G that are switched on at some point of time. For any u = e ∈ E, let u = e = p(e). By Corollary 6.2, the path → u exists in (V , F ) i the path → u exists in (V ,E 0 ∪ p(F )). Thus, to track the reachability between the endpoints of e, we only need to track the reachability between the endpoints of p(e). This is done by solving the switch-on reachability problem on G .
In the remaining part of this section we assume that we are given a simple recursive decomposition T (G) of G.
P . The proof is by induction of the level of H in T (G). If H is the root, then G − H is empty and the statement is clearly true.
Consider now H which is not the root of T (G). Let P be the parent of H and assume V (P ) ∩ V (G − P ) ⊆ ∂P. Let S be the sibling of H . Recall that, by de nition,
Moreover, is incident to at least one edge e of E \ E (H ). If e ∈ E \ E (P ), then ∈ V (G − P ) and thus ∈ ∂P ∩ V (H ). Otherwise, e ∈ E (S ) and hence ∈ V (S ) ∩ V (H ). Let C h be the cycle bounding a hole h of H . Assume wlog. that h is a bounded face, then the inside of C h is the same as the inside of h (the case when h is unbounded is analogous; we replace each occurrence of "inside of C h " with "outside of C h "). By Lemma 6. Remark 6.7. The assumption that T (G) is simple is crucial to proving Lemma 6.6, which does not hold if the holes of H are not pairwise-disjoint or not necessarily simple. L 6.8. Let H ∈ T (G). The set ∂H can be partitioned into O (1) sets ∂ 1 H , . . . , ∂ H so that each ∂ i H lies on a curve C i such that C i is a separator curve of both H and G − H .
. Let h 1 , . . . ,h be the holes of H . By Lemmas 6.5 and 6.6, we can set ∂ i H to be the subset of ∂H lying on h i . By the de nition of T (G), each ∈ ∂H lies on a unique hole of H .
Denote by G the subgraph of G consisting of the edges that are switched on. Our strategy will be to maintain, for each leaf subgraph H ∈ T (G), a binary matrix R (H ) with both rows and columns indexed with the vertices of H , such that R (H ) u, = 1 i there exists a path u G / / . Recall that our goal is to track, for each u ∈ E, the information whether there is a path G / / u consisting of edges that are switched on. By the de nition of T (G), each edge u ∈ E is contained in some leaf subgraph H ∈ T (G) and thus all the needed information is contained in the matrices R (·). To e ciently update the matrices R (·) while the edges are switched on, we maintain two types of auxiliary information for each H ∈ T (G):
(1) A binary matrix In(H ) with both rows and columns indexed with the vertices of ∂H , such that In(H ) u, = 1 i u, ∈ ∂H and there exists a path u / / in H ∩ G;
(2) A binary matrix Ex(H ) with both rows and columns indexed with the vertices of ∂H , such that Ex(H ) u, = 1 i u, ∈ ∂H and there exists a path u
Additionally, for each leaf subgraph H we maintain the transitive closure of H ∩ G in a binary matrix In * (H ). Note that In(H ) is a subgraph of In * (H ), namely In(H ) = In * (H ) [∂H ] . In the following we discuss how the matrices In(·), Ex(·), In * (·) and R (·) interplay and we show how they can be e ciently maintained for any sequence of edge switch-ons. Observe that all these matrices undergo monotone changes: the edge switch-ons can only cause their entries to change from 0 to 1. Therefore, an m × m matrix can be updated only O (m 2 ) times. L 6.9. Let H be a leaf subgraph of T (G). In * (H ) can be initialized and maintained in O (1) total time subject to any sequence of switch-ons of edges of H .
In the following lemma we say that a matrix M depends only on some matrices M 1 , . . . ,M k if the information contained in M 1 , . . . ,M k is su cient to compute M. (2) For i = 1, 2, set G i = child i (H ), U i = ∂child i (H ), and A i = In(child i (H )). Note that by Lemma 6.8, the set U i lies on a constant number of separator curves G i . We also have V (
. By Theorem 5.1, the reachability matrix A of U 1 ∪U 2 in (child 1 (H ) ∪ child 2 (H )) ∩ G can be maintained in O (m 2 log m log log m) total time, subject to any sequence of updates to A 1 and A 2 . As ∂H ⊆ ∂child 1 (H ) ∪ ∂child 2 (H ), In(H ) is a submatrix of A and thus can be maintained within the same time bounds.
(3) Set G 1 = G − P, G 2 = S, U 1 = ∂P, U 2 = ∂S, A 1 = Ex(P ) and A 2 = In(S ). Note that by Lemma 6.4, Note that each matrix depends directly on at most two other matrices. The dependencies allow us to organize the matrices H ∈ T (G ) {In * (H ), In(H ), Ex(H ), R (H )} in a dependency list L, such that each matrix depends only on matrices earlier in the sequence. The order of the elements of L is as follows. The matrices form groups according to their type. The order on groups is In * , In, Ex, R.
Matrices within the groups In * , In and R are sorted increasingly inclusion-wise by their corresponding subgraphs of T (G). On the other hand, the matrices within the group Ex are sorted decreasingly inclusion-wise by their corresponding subgraphs of T (G). L 6.11. Let G be a plane digraph and let n = |V (G)|. Let T (G) be a simple recursive decomposition of G. The switch-on reachability problem on G can be solved in O (n log 2 n log log n) time.
. We initialize the data structures maintaining the matrices of the dependency list. When an edge e is switched on, we create a priority queue Q of matrices that potentially need updates. The elements of Q are keyed by their position in the list L. First, the unique matrix In * (H ) such that e ∈ E (H ), is pushed to Q. We repeatedly pop matrices M out of Q and process either the edge switch-on (in the case of In * (·) matrices) or the changes in matrices M such that M directly depends on M . If the matrix M changes after switching e on, we push to Q all matrices M 2 such that M 2 directly depends on M. The correctness of this update procedure follows form the fact that the dependencies do not form cycles and all required matrices In * (·) are noti ed about the switch-on.
Observe that as for each matrix M ∈ L, there are at most two matrices of L that depend directly on M, the total number of times a matrix is inserted to Q is proportional to the total size of the matrices of L plus the sum of sizes of the leaf subgraphs of T (G), i.e., Thus, the total cost over all subgraphs H ∈ T (G) is O (n log 2 n log log n). T 6.12. Let G be a planar digraph and let n = |V (G)|. The switch-on reachability problem on G can be solved in O (n log 2 n log log n) time.
. We rst apply Lemma 6.3 to reduce the problem to the case with a given simple recursive decomposition T (G). The reduction takes O (n log n) time. Then, we apply Lemma 6.11.
Computing Maximal 2-Edge Connected Subgraphs
De nition 6.13. Let G = (V ,E) be a digraph. We call an edge e ∈ E a strong bridge of G i G − e has more strongly connected components than G. 
P
. By Lemma 2.2, e * is an inter-SCC edge of G * , or equivalently, there is no path b / / a in G * . Note that e is a strong bridge i some edge f ∈ E \ {e} is intra-SCC in G but is inter-SCC in G − e. Equivalently, by Fact 2.1, f * is inter-SCC in G * and is intra-SCC in G * /e * . Consequently, there is a set of edges C ⊆ E (G * /e * ), f ∈ C, such that C forms a directed cycle in G * /e * , but does not form a directed cycle in G * . Thus, C is in fact a directed path a → b in G * . However, e * C, and hence the lemma follows. L 6.15. Let G be a planar digraph and let n = |V |. The set of strong bridges of G can be maintained subject to edge deletions in O (n log 2 n log log n) total time.
. Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we reduce our problem to maintaining the graph G + = (V (G * ),E (G * ) ∪ E R (G * )) under edge switch-ons. A contraction of e in G * is translated to a switch-on of e R in G + . By Lemma 6.14, it is su cient to solve the following extended switch-on reachability problem on the input graph G + . Given a planar digraph H , we need to maintain for each edge of u = e ∈ E (H ) whether there is a path u
where H is an incremental, switched-on subgraph of H . The next step is to reduce such an extended switch-on reachability problem to the case when the underlying graph has a simple recursive decomposition T (H ). To this end, we apply Lemma 6.1 to H and obtain the graph H = (V ,E ), function p and the subsets E 0 ,E 1 ⊆ E . Analogously as in the proof of Lemma 6.3, the edges E 0 are switched on during the initialization, the edges E \ (E 0 ∪ E 1 ) are never switched-on, whereas a switch-on of the edge e ∈ E (H ) is translated to a switch-on of p(e) in H . Note that, by Corollary 6.2, for any F ⊆ E (H ), and any u = e ∈ H , a path u
Hence, in order to maintain the reachability between the endpoints of e in H − e we only need to maintain the reachability between the endpoints of p(e) in H − p(e). Recall that the cost of applying Lemma 6.1 is O (n log n) and the size of the obtained graph H is linear in the size of H . Therefore, to nish the proof, we only need to solve our extended switch-on reachability problem on a graph H having a simple recursive decomposition T (H ).
To this end, we extend the data structure of Section 6 as follows. Recall that, by the simplicity of T (H ), for each edge e ∈ H there is a unique leaf subgraph L ∈ T (H ) containing e. Also recall that the reachability information between the vertices of L in H can be recomputed in O (1) time whenever the graph L ∩ H or the matrix Ex(L) changes. In fact, for all of O (1) edges e ∈ L and vertex pairs u, ∈ V (L), whether the path u / / exists in H − e can be computed based only on Ex(L) and (L − e) ∩ H , when any of them changes, again in O (1) time (see the proof of Lemma 6.10). As the total update time remains O (n log 2 n log log n), the lemma follows. T 6.16. Let G be a planar digraph and let n = |V (G)|. The maximal 2-edge-connected subgraphs of G can be maintained subject to edge deletions in O (n log 2 n log log n) total time.
. It is known that the maximal 2-edge-connected subgraphs can be found by repeatedly removing all the strong bridges of G until none are left [17] . The maximal 2-edge-connected subgraphs of G are de ned as the strongly connected components of the obtained subgraph. Hence, we can combine Lemma 6.15 with our decremental strong connectivity algorithm to not only compute the maximal 2-edge-connected subgraphs (by repeatedly detecting and deleting the arising strong bridges) but also to maintain them subject to edge deletions.
Incremental Switch-On Transitive Closure
In this section we show how to solve the incremental transitive closure problem in planar graphs, under the assumption that the embedding of the nal planar graph is given upfront. We formulate this as a dynamic graph problem, in which the input is a directed graph and each edge can be either on or o . Initially all edges are o , and an update operation may turn a single edge on. Each query asks about the existence of a directed path that connects two vertices and consists of edges that are on. The goal of this section is to prove the following theorem. T 6.17. There exists an algorithm that can maintain a planar digraph under switching edges on and can answer reachability queries. Its total update time is O (n log 2 n log log n) and the query time is O ( √ n log n log log n)
An easy corollary is as follows. T 6.18. There exists an algorithm that can maintain a planar digraph under contracting edges and can answer reachability queries. Its total update time is O (n log 2 n log log n) and the query time is O ( √ n log n log log n) P . Let G be the input graph. We build a graph G sw which consists of G together with all reverse edges of G. The graph G sw is used as an input to the algorithm of Theorem 6.17. Initially, we switch on all edges of G in G sw .
Whenever an edge of G is contracted, we switch on its reverse edge in G sw . This implies that at any point, each vertex u of G corresponds to a strongly connected set of vertices of G sw . We call this set a group of u. Clearly, the groups partition V (G sw ) and contracting all groups of G sw yields G. Thus, in order to check whether there exists a path u G / / w, it su ces to check whether there exists a path u Gsw / / w , where u and w are arbitrary vertices contained in the groups of u and w, respectively.
Let us now proceed with the proof of Theorem 6.17. We rst recall some de nitions from Section 6. By G we denote the subgraph of G consisting of the edges that are switched on. Moreover, for each H of a simple recursive decomposition T (G) we de ne In(H ) to be a binary matrix with both rows and columns indexed with the vertices of ∂H , such that In(H ) u, = 1 i u, ∈ ∂H and there exists a path u H ∩G / / . Note that we show that these matrices can be maintained under switch-ons in O (n log 2 n log log n) total time. In addition, we can actually maintain the representation of these matrices used in the proof of Theorem 5.1 (see Lemma 5.5) .
To complete the description of our algorithm, we show how to use these matrices to answer queries e ciently. For a subgraph H ∈ T (G) we de ne the dense reachability graph, denoted DRG(H ), to be a (possibly non-planar) graph on the vertices of ∂H , such that u ∈ E(DRG(H )) i there is a path u H ∩G / / . Thus, DRG(H ) is fully described by In(H ), that is DRG(H ) = G (In(H )) (recall De nition 5.4).
In order to answer a query asking about the existence of a path u G / / w, we consider a graph DRG(u,w ), which is a union of dense reachability graphs (we give its full de nition later). This graph has O ( √ n) vertices in total, but can have as much as Θ(n) edges. Then, we show how to search for a path in such a graph in time that is almost linear in the number of its vertices. This is somewhat similar to the FR-Dijkstra algorithm for nding shortest paths in dense distance graphs [15] , but due to lack of edge weights our algorithm is slightly faster. Let us now describe how DRG(u,w ) is constructed. Let anc (H ) be the set of ancestors of H in T (G), including H , but excluding the root of T (G). Moreover, let sib (H ) be the sibling of H in T (H ). Recall that G (In(H ) ) is the graph on ∂H , whose each edge corresponds to a path in H ∩ G.
We can now de ne DRG(u,w ). Let H u be any leaf node of T (G) that contains u and H w be a leaf node containing w. We have
G (In(sib (H ))).
The following lemma is proved in the full version of the paper. In order to nd a path in DRG(u,w ) we use an algorithm based on breadth rst search. We implement it e ciently using ideas similar to those from the proof of Theorem 5.1. In the following pseudocode, Out (a) denotes the set of tails of out-edges of a. The set Reachable is the set of vertices that have been deemed reachable from u.
Algorithm 2 BFS algorithm
Input: A digraph G and u,w ∈ V (G). Q.E (x ) 10: return true i w ∈ Reachable L 6.20. Algorithm 2 is correct. Its running time, excluding the time needed to compute Out (a) \ Reachable is linear in |V (G)|.
P
. The correctness is clear, as this is an ordinary BFSalgorithm. The only di erence is that the for-loop only considers vertices unreachable from a. Clearly, the body of the for loop is executed once per each vertex of G and each vertex of G is added to Q only once. Thus, the running time bound follows. L 6.21. The graphs comprising DRG(u,w ) can be decomposed into a collection A u,w = {A S 1 ,T 1 , . . . ,A S k ,T k } of reachability matrices with the same properties as in Lemma 4.6, such that i |S i | = O ( √ n log n) and two constant-size arbitrary reachability matrices. All these matrices are maintained by the algorithm that maintains the matrices In(H ).
. Recall that there are two types of graphs that comprise DRG(u,w ). First, there are two O (1) size graphs H u and H w whose reachability matrices In * (H u ), In * (H w ) are maintained explicitly by the data structure of Section 6. All remaining graphs that comprise DRG(u,w ) are of the form G (In(H )), where H ∈ T (G). By Lemmas 4.6 and 6.8, each matrix In(H ) can be decomposed into a family A H of matrices with properties from the statement of Lemma 4.6 such that each row of In(H ) is a row of O (log |∂H |) matrices of A H . Thus, if the level of H in T (G) is i, the total number of rows in matrices of A H is O (|∂H | log |∂H |) = O ( √ n/c i log n).
We now de ne A u,w = H A H . Observe that for any level i of T (G), there are at most two graphs G (In(H )) in T (G), such that H has level i. Thus, the total number of rows in the matrices of A u,w is O O (log n) i=0 √ n/c i log n = O √ n log n , since c > 1 implies ∞ i=0 1/c i = O (1). To nish the proof, recall that the matrices of each A H (and thus A u,w ) are actually maintained explicitly by the data structure of Section 6. For each A S,T ∈ A uw the algorithm maintains the set of candidates act(A S,T ) \ Reachable. as an van Emde Boas tree. For the two matrices In * (H u ), In * (H w ), the set of candidates is maintained in an array. In the remaining part of the proof we neglect the matrices In * (H u ) and In * (H w ) as they are constant-size and thus each operation on them can be performed in O (1) time.
Whenever a vertex x is added to the set Reachable, it is removed from each set of candidates containing it. In order to compute Out (a) \ Reachable, just as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, for each A S,T ∈ A u,w such that a ∈ S we compute the intersection of the set {b ∈ T : A S,T a,b = 1} and the set of reachability candidates. The running time of computing Out (a) \Reachable and updating the set of reachability candidates can be thus bounded as follows. For each A S,T ∈ A u,w , each element of T is added and removed at most once from the set of reachability candidates. This takes O (log log n) time, as the set is represented with van Emde Boas tree. By Lemma 6.21, this takes O ( √ n log n log log n) time, which dominates the running time of Algorithm 2 (see Lemma 6.20). P T 6.17. We rst apply Lemma 6.1 to G to obtain the graph G such that |E (G )| = O (n) and G has a simple recursive decomposition T (G ). The computation of T (G ),E 0 ,E 1 , S, and p (as de ned in Lemma 6.1) takes O (n log n) time.
For each H ∈ T (G ) we maintain In(H ) and its representation used in the proof of Theorem 5.1 (see Lemma 5.5) under switching edges on. Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 6.3, all the edges of E 0 ⊆ E are switched on in G during the initialization, whereas the edges E \ (E 0 ∪ E 1 ) are never switched on. To handle the switch-on of edge e in G, we switch on the edge p(e) in G .
Denote by G and G the switched-on subgraphs of G and G , respectively. To decide whether there exists a path u → in G, by Corollary 6.2 we can equivalently check whether there exists a path u → in G , where u ∈ S(u) and ∈ S( ). Answering the reachability queries in G , by Lemma 6.22, takes O ( √ n log n log log n) time. The theorem follows.
